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	In this handy new Pocket Guide, mobile device expert Jason O'Grady reveals the secrets to using Google's Nexus One smartphone. All of the common features are covered including Web browsing, Google Apps, IM/text/email, digital camera, video, music player, and more. With this essential companion readers will be mastering their Nexus One in no time!


	During the launch ceremony for the Nexus One on January 5, 2010, Google billed the device as a “superphone,” which may be a bit of an overstatement, but it’s not far from the truth, either. The Nexus One is easily one of the most powerful phones of all time, truly pushing the outer limits of technology that can fit in your pocket. The term superphone makes me think of a phone with a giant S on its wallpaper.
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The Archaeology of Household ActivitiesRoutledge, 1999
There were a number of chapters I thought were exceptionally well written and researched... valuable reading for all classical and historic archaeologists unfamiliar with Schiffer's work or with prehistoric archaeology, where point pronveniencing, object functions, use of space, and similar foci are routine. Others will enjoy reading Chapters 3 and...
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Learning the bash Shell, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 1998
The first thing users of the UNIX or Linux operating systems come face to face with is the shell. "Shell" is the UNIX term for a user interface to the system—something that lets you communicate with the computer via the keyboard and the display. Shells are just...
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Resource-Oriented Computing with NetKernel: Taking REST Ideas to the Next LevelO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Take resource-oriented computing out for a spin with this hands-on introduction to NetKernel, and discover how ROC can improve the way you design and implement software and software systems. Learn how ROC’s new approach combines core ideas from the REST architectural style with the Unix development model. By using NetKernel to...
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Elements of Information Theory (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
The latest edition of this classic is updated with new problem sets and material
The Second Edition of this fundamental textbook maintains the book's tradition of clear, thought-provoking instruction. Readers are provided once again with an instructive mix of mathematics, physics, statistics, and information theory.        
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Flask By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Unleash the full potential of the Flask web framework by creating simple yet powerful web applications


	About This Book

	
		The most up-to-date book on Flask on the market
	
		Create your own world-class applications and master the art of Flask by unravelling its enigma through this journey
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Crisps, Cobblers, Custards & CreamsHoughton Mifflin Co, 2016

	More than 150 recipes for crisps, cobblers, custards, and creams by one of America’s most respected food writers

	

	It seems as if everything old is now new again with classic, home-style desserts like doughnuts and whoopie pies ever growing in popularity. And yet, there have been so few books on the topic of Jean...
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